I. Introduction. K0 will denote a real algebraic number field and K a real normal algebraic extension of K0. If ax = 1, <r2, »,,..,,», are the elements of the Galois group G of KjK0 then for ae K, NmKiKoa=T~[?=i a"', and an integer whose norm is one is a relative unit of K/K0. When K is regarded as a subset of a real «-dimensional vector space over K0, the relative units are contained in a hypersurface having n asymptotic hyperplanes.
II. The one generator case. K can be embedded in Rn as a K0 space by identifying with ae K the «-tuple A = (a"i, a"*,..., a"»). The relative units of K/K0 are then given by those elements (x1; x2,..., xn) of K with integer components belonging to the hypersurface of Rn given by n?= i *i -1 • With this embedding of K the asymptotic hyperplanes Jf1, JF2,..., 3tfn, are just the coordinate hyperplanes and the intersections of « -1 of the hyperplanes, H'= f)i*i ^f', j= I, 2,..., n are the coordinate axes. We shall have occasion to use another representation of K as a K0 space. Iikx, k2,..., kn is a basis for K over K0 each a e K is represented by a unique «-tuple (ax, a2,..., an) of K$ where a=2"=i afa. The vectors (k"{i, kï*,..., &?») form a basis for Ä" in which the point A = (aai, aa2,..., a"») is represented by the «-tuple (ax, a2,..., an). Under this change of basis the coordinate axis iFmaps into the line spanned by the y'th column vector of the matrix which is inverse to the matrix whose /th row vector is (kll, k2>, ■ ■ ■, k%). These column vectors are of the iom\(hy,hy,...,hli).
The point at infinity of the line spanned by the vector X in real projective «-space Pn will be denoted by X00. The part at infinity of a subset S of Fn will be denoted by Woo» Definition 1. A sequence of elements {Xm} of Än will be said to converge if the sequence {X%} of P" converges; i.e. if there is an i0 such that the sequences of real numbers x'Jx'" converges for each i, where Xm = (xj,, xjj,,..., xj,).
For the case of one generator we consider two sequences of powers of a, {am} = {amo(m)}. When m0 (m) is the sequence of positive (negative) integers we let a°to denote the conjugate of a of largest (smallest) absolute value. \a"i\ = |aa>o| for some j^jo if and only if ct/j^1 e Ga, where Ga is the subgroup of G under which a2 is invariant. If Ga = {ah, aJ2,..., ajr} then a2 e Ka, a subfield of K of degree n\r over Ko.
The sequence {am} converges if and only if the sequence {A%} converges. For those a whose « conjugates have distinct squares lim dü\a%f* = 8j)0 in which case {A%} converges to W°. For those a whose square is in Ka, K0 -Ka^K, lim a°m>la%o = ± 1 if oj = oj.ojo for /= 1, 2,..., r and otherwise is zero and therefore lim A™ e f)} 3^jm where j is such that a, # ahaJo. Thus we have established Theorem 1. The limit of a convergent infinite sequence of powers of ae K is one of the points Hi, if a2 is in no subfield of K containing K0 ; if a2 is in the subfield Ka ofK corresponding to Ga then the limit is contained in P)y Jf'x where the intersection is taken over all j such that opjj-$ Ga.
Corollary
1. A linear subvariety can contain only finitely many powers of an element in K whose square belongs to no subfield containing K0.
Proof. Let a be any such element of K and V a minimal linear variety containing infinitely many powers of a. If the dimension of Fis A; then we can choose elements a"', i=0, 1, ...,£, in Vsuch that a"'-aw°, /= 1, 2,..., k, is a linearly independent set. With respect to a basis ku k2,...,kn for KjK0 these vectors have coefficients in KQ and thus F can be given in this basis by the equations 2?=i <*uXi=ßi-> ' = 1> 2,..., n-k, where the <xi; and ft are in K0.
Since Kis a linear variety containing infinitely many powers of a and since F«, is compact, by Theorem 1, Vm must contain at least one of the points 774,. But then 2£=i «,"«£<=0 which upon conjugation yields 2?=i <*j;7rJ' = 0 for all /. However, the vectors 77' are a linearly independent set so that the assumption is false and the corollary proved.
If a2 is in no subfield of K containing K0 then from any infinite set of powers of a, a basis for K¡K0 can be chosen.
3. If a2 belongs to no subfield of K containing K0 then an algebraic variety Vean contain only finitely many powers of a unless Hi, e Vxforj= 1,2,...,«, or the origin is a singular point of V at which the normal space to V is 0.
Proof. If V is a minimal algebraic variety containing infinitely many of the points am then it is the closure in the Zariski topology of these points. In the basis ku k2,..., kn for K/Kq these points have coefficients in K0 and so are left fixed by every automorphism t of C/K0, where C is the field of complex numbers. By the continuity of t in this topology, V must be fixed by t. This condition is necessary and sufficient for V to be the algebraic set of zeros of polynomials Pi(xu x2,..., xn) with coefficients in K0.
If some sequence of components of am becomes unbounded, i.e. if \a"i\ > 1 for some/ then by Theorem 1, Hi e Vx for some/ Since the coefficients of the F¡ are in K0 we obtain by conjugation the fact that Hi e Vx for all / If none of these sequences becomes unbounded then limm_oo am = 0 so that V contains the origin. By Theorem 1, a™ contains a subsequence which converges to one of the points H{,. Thus for some / 77; belongs to the tangent space to V at the origin.
If at least one of the normal vectors to V at the origin,
is not (0,..., 0) then this vector, which has components in K0, is perpendicular to the vector W. This is impossible as was seen in the proof of Corollary 1.
III. The case of more than one generator. More generally we shall consider a sequence of elements in the group generated by N<n conjugates of an element a of K, however we shall now require that K be cyclic over K0. We would like to show that at least one of the F, must be zero, i.e. that this limit belongs to at least one of the 30"?.
Assume that all of the limits L} of (1) Proof. Let ¿¡? be the (nxri) matrix whose z'+lst column is the vector Vt, i=0, 1,..., «-1. Then Vh, V,2,..., Vlfl are linearly dependent over the reals if and only if there is a real nonzero «-tuple a whose lkth component we shall call ak and whose other components are zero such that £fa = 0.
if is a circulant matrix and thus has « eigenvectors EV(s) = (1, £s, £2s,..., £(n ~1)s), j=0, 1,...,«-1, where £ is a primitive «th root of unity. With respect to the usual inner product in C these eigenvectors form an orthogonal set since if r^O, £f satisfies the equation xn"1-t-x'l"2-l-'-+x+l=0.
The eigenvalue corresponding to EV(s) is ev(s) = 2k = o lks log \b'"\. Suppose ai, a2, ...,aN are algebraic and a'a = 0. Then 2ic = i ak log \ba'k\=0.
The theorem of A. Baker [1] mentioned previously states that if the logarithms of nonzero algebraic numbers are linearly dependent over the algebraic numbers then they are linearly dependent over the rationals. Thus there are integers p.u /*3,..., ¡tN such that 2*-i /¿klog |¿>%|=0 which when exponentiated gives n* = i (b°>i<)u>'= ± 1. By taking the absolute value of the « conjugates of this equation and the logarithm of each, we see that a necessary and sufficient condition that this equality hold is that 2fc=i ^^=0. Thus the lemma is established.
Definition 2. A set of numbers au a2,...,an in K will be called multiplicatively dependent if there are integers p,u ¡i3,..., pN not all zero such that YJf=1 ak* e K0. Proof. Since K is real and cyclic over K0, YJk=x (a"'*)2"* g K0 if and only if rik = i (b°>k)ßK = ± 1. The equations obtained from this one by using the procedure above together with Lemma 1 gives the result. Lemma 2. If a2 $ K0 and the squares of a">i, a">2,..., a"'« are multiplicatively dependent then some power of the « limits in (1) for the sequence {am¡} are the n limits in (\)for some sequence {ami} in the group generated by a multiplicatively independent subset of a"'i, a"'2,..., a°'NP roof. Suppose nf=i (a"")2"' e ^o and /u.fc#0. If L, is/th limit in (1) for {am} then L2H* are the corresponding limits for {a2"tm} = {*m* Fíf=i a2¿kmi-UtmJ where k g K0. Since k"1" does not affect the limits in (l)-we see that L2u* are the limits for a sequence with terms generated by N-1 conjugates. Thus if a2 ^ K0 we can continue to reduce the set of generators until we obtain a sequence with terms generated by a multiplicatively independent subset which has limits which are an integral nonzero power of the L/s. Definition 3. If a, a">i, a">z,..., a"'«, {am;} are as in Lemma 3 and m\ is bounded for each i then the sequence {am-) will be said to be exceptional.
Applying Lemma 2 and the two corollaries to Lemma 1 to the equations in (2) we immediately deduce Theorem 2. If K is cyclic over K0, dim K/K0=n> N, then the limit of a convergent infinite sequence of elements belonging to the group generated by N conju-gates of ae K is contained in (J"= o 3f'x if « > 2 is prime and a £ K0, or if « is not prime, a2 $ K0, and the sequence is not exceptional.
6. If K is cyclic over K0 of dimension « then infinitely many elements belonging to the group generated by N<n conjugates of ae K, a2 $ K0, cannot lie on a line unless the set contains an exceptional sequence.
Proof. If a line F contained infinitely many such elements then, by Theorem 2, £«0 e U; ¿VL-Then the difference of any two elements on the line would be in 1J; 3€'i. But the difference belongs to K and the 3V1 contain no field elements.
In the case of one generator whose square is not in a subfield containing K0, we saw that the set of limit points is restricted to the 0 dimensional set consisting of the points of the intersection of « -1 of the Hi. For « -1 generators whose squares are multiplicatively independent the limit set is contained in the « -2 dimensional space \Jj 3t'u>, KIK0 cyclic. A problem to be considered is that of finding an upper bound less than « -2 for the dimension of the limit set in the case of N generators, 1<N < « -1. More precisely, for which elements of K is the limit set contained in the N-1 dimensional set which is the union of the intersections of n -N of the 3f^.
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